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Is one of each of the MBS enough ?
Posted by jls304 - 2009/10/23 22:17

_____________________________________

I dont want to build a whole village, but have a nice hearty tavern to pick up wenches and smash tables
and chairs in.
I think one of each set might be enough but I'm leaning towards two of the original and one expansion. I
realize
more always gives you greater options but I just want to build one solid tavern with a large great room, a
few
small bed rooms and maybe the owners hidden stash room there somewhere. I think the sets would see
limited use
but i would like to build a tavern and keep going back to it like a home base in our next campaign. so
whats the word ?
Any pics people have would be cool and appreciated.
============================================================================

Is one of each of the MBS enough ?
Posted by L - 2009/10/23 22:39

_____________________________________

I think the pics on the store page for MBS do a FANTASTIC job of showing what a single set can do. It
gives enough to do essentially what you've described -- a great room, a few small rooms off to the side.
If you are willing to be a bit flexible about how you handle things, you can save yourself a lot of money
(and space) and just get one. Certainly if you also have an expansion set you'll be able to do some fun
stuff.
Of course, you not only have the option of going BIGGER if you have two basic sets, you'll also have
more options for how to do a smaller layout. You may find it hard to use all of the expansion pieces if
you don't have two basic sets. On the other hand, maybe not -- I had two or three of the basic set before
the expansion came out, and I haven't bothered to try putting together a setup with just one of each. you
know?
Sorry I can't be more helpful. It sounds like you already know the answer -- more sets gives you a lot
more options. But if you look at the pics on the MBS page at the store, you can see what you can do
with just one set. The first few pics, IIRC, are all just one set. It's a pretty impressive set....
L
============================================================================

Is one of each of the MBS enough ?
Posted by Harneloot - 2009/10/24 10:12

_____________________________________

Get two basic and one expansion - you are definitely going to need the extra corners from the second
basic set to build what you describe.
============================================================================
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